Constrained Discriminative Projection Learning for Image Classification.
Projection learning is widely used in extracting discriminative features for classification. Although numerous methods have already been proposed for this goal, they barely explore the label information during projection learning and fail to obtain satisfactory performance. Besides, many existing methods can learn only a limited number of projections for feature extraction which may degrade the performance in recognition. To address these problems, we propose a novel constrained discriminative projection learning (CDPL) method for image classification. Specifically, CDPL can be formulated as a joint optimization problem over subspace learning and classification. The proposed method incorporates the low-rank constraint to learn a robust subspace which can be used as a bridge to seamlessly connect the original visual features and objective outputs. A regression function is adopted to explicitly exploit the class label information so as to enhance the discriminability of subspace. Unlike existing methods, we use two matrices to perform feature learning and regression, respectively, such that the proposed approach can obtain more projections and achieve superior performance in classification tasks. The experiments on several datasets show clearly the advantages of our method against other state-of-the-art methods.